Securing GraphQL APIs with BIG-IP Advanced WAF

As GraphQL continues to grow in popularity, it has also captured the attention of cyber adversaries. Discover how F5 BIG-IP Advanced WAF natively secures GraphQL application programming interfaces (APIs), applying attack signatures, eliminating malicious exploits, and defending against DoS attacks.
State of the APIs

The human body is made up of many components, including tissues and organs. Connective tissue supports, protects, and provides a structure for other tissues and organs. Connective tissue in the human body can either be solid and strong or fluid and flexible.

Similarly, the digital world is made up of many components, not the least of which are applications and the data that serves them. What bonds applications and data can be called digital connective tissue, similar to the connective tissue in the human body. Digital connective tissue must also be solid and strong or fluid and flexible. One of the core elements of digital connective tissue is application programming interfaces (APIs).

As our personal and business worlds become increasingly digitally driven, APIs are more important than ever. They serve as the essential digital connective tissue that enables us to live our daily lives online. With APIs, we can shop online, make travel arrangements, compare prices, and more. APIs are the cornerstones of modern applications and are ubiquitous in today's digital life. They connect applications and quickly, simply, and securely share data between them.

APIs may also be used to adapt and update older, classic applications to support newer, more modular languages, tools, and platforms. APIs and the data they share make up most of today's web traffic, regardless of whether the traffic is considered “good” or “bad.”

 GraphQL

A new API technology that continues to gain traction is GraphQL. Internally developed by Facebook in 2012, GraphQL is now a part of the Linux Foundation. It is an API query language that fulfills queries with existing data, effectively describing the API data. It enables a query for specific data within APIs and provides only the data required and no more, making the results calculable.

GraphQL allows applications to control the data that is requested and received. It can improve the speed and stability of applications, even over slow connections, because it only retrieves the requested data and nothing more.

GraphQL is quickly overcoming the significant challenges present in REST and SOAP APIs. Typically, with REST or SOAP APIs, there is a need to parse the returned data. The code to parse the data needs to be written manually based on the code and APIs. With GraphQL APIs, this need for manually written parsing codes is eliminated. GraphQL queries an API as well as the connections between APIs and resources. GraphQL can be added to existing APIs without any negative impact, making older APIs run more efficiently. GraphQL APIs require
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With its growing popularity, GraphQL has become a target for attackers. The widespread use of APIs has made them one of the fastest growing and most frequently exploited attack vectors. Exploiting an API enables attackers a quick, simple entry point to compromise an application and manipulate or steal sensitive data. Attackers are already searching for vulnerabilities in the GraphQL ecosystem and are actively developing tools to exploit them. Attack techniques used against GraphQL APIs include SQL injections. New attacks also attempt to leverage the GraphQL specification to reveal data about the API and use it for malicious purposes. There have also been instances of denial-of-service (DoS) attacks leveraging GraphQL-based APIs, which can quickly drain server resources.

BIG-IP Advanced WAF and GraphQL Security

F5® BIG-IP® Advanced WAF® is designed to natively secure GraphQL APIs. F5 has developed native parsing of GraphQL traffic to allow Advanced WAF attack signatures to be applied. This approach detects attacks in the appropriate segments of a payload and runs the signatures on those values. This will also stop false positives due to attack signatures running on the wrong parts of GraphQL requests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Name</th>
<th>my_graphql_policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partition / Path:</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>GraphQL Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Type</td>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Template</td>
<td>GraphQL Policy Learn More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraphQL Endpoints</td>
<td>+ Create New GraphQL Endpoint in “Allowed URLs”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: F5 natively supports security for GraphQL APIs.
F5 creates a GraphQL policy template and content profile as part of its application security policy. An organization can configure the total length and value length of parameters in the content profile, setting limits according to their policy. They can also configure the maximum structure depth to eliminate recursive GraphQL queries that can lead to a DoS attack. Maximum batched queries can also be defined, limiting the number of different GraphQL queries in a single HTTP request and reducing the risk of malicious exploitation.

Figure 2: F5 creates the GraphQL policy template and content profile as a part of the application security policy.

Introspection queries can also be enforced to prevent attackers from using them to understand the API structure and potentially breach an application. BIG-IP Advanced WAF also includes support for declarative policy configuration and protects against volumetric DoS attacks through its behavioral DoS capabilities. In addition, BIG-IP Advanced WAF’s DataSafe feature allows for the filtering of responses.
Conclusion

GraphQL is simplifying the evolution of APIs and is on track to becoming one of the leading standards for APIs. It offers new ways to create and manage APIs, enhances application modernization, and supports ongoing digital transformation.

However, as with any new technology, attackers are planning and devising new, more sophisticated threats to exploit any vulnerabilities in security. GraphQL is no exception.

Avoid being caught off guard. Deploy BIG-IP Advanced WAF to protect and secure your GraphQL, REST, and SOAP APIs, as well as your essential applications and critical data.

To learn more about protecting your GraphQL APIs with F5 BIG-IP Advanced WAF, contact F5 Sales.